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The importance of being multi-messenger

problem!  

astrophysical emissivity is much larger than Dark one



A signal from the GC?

Quark final states and gNFW 
profile provide excellent spectral 
and morphological fits    

T. Bringmann, M. Vollmann & C. Weniger, 1406.6027 

can galactic antiprotons 
rule out this interpretation?

see Dan’s talk for a complete list of references 



The experimental situation
PAMELA, PRL 105, 121101 (2010) 

• ~1.500 antiprotons identified by Pamela  
• Spectrum ~ 0.06-180 GeV 
• Compatible with secondary production (Di Bernardo, CE, et al., 2010)



New (preliminary) data at higher energies!

Solar modulation

Still compatible with  
secondary production?

from Cirelli, ICRC2015 Rapporteur talk



Why antiprotons?

• we know the background with 
good accuracy


• in a democratic WIMP model 
the ratio between DM signal and 
background from standard 
astrophysical sources is usually 
much larger in the antiproton 
channel with respect to all other 
indirect detection methods.



Galactic CR propagation in a nutshell
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Fitting local observables
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Anti-protons: secondary vs Dark Matter
CE, I.Cholis, D.Grasso, L.Maccione & P.Ullio, PRD, 2012, 1108.0664

where vA is the Alfvén velocity. Here we assume that
diffusive reacceleration takes place in the entire diffusive
halo.

For the CRs generated by standard astrophysical
sources, Qiðp; r; zÞ will describe the distribution and injec-
tion spectrum of SNRs, which we parametrize as

QiðEk; r; zÞ ¼ fSðr; zÞq0;i
!
!ðEkÞ
!0

"$"i

; (19)

In this paper we assume the same source spectral index
"i ¼ " for all nuclear species unless differently stated. We
require the source spatial distribution fSðr; zÞ to trace that
of Galactic supernova remnants inferred from pulsars and
stellar catalogues as given in [78]. We checked that other
distributions, among those usually adopted in the literature,
do not affect significantly our results. For the case of DM
annihilations, the source is given above in Eq. (8) where
the antiproton yield per annihilation dN !p=dE is obtained
interfacing the numerical codewith the DARKSUSY package
[79], in turn linking to simulations with the PYTHIA

Monte Carlo, except for the heavy WIMPs models for
which tables provided by [45] are used instead.

Secondary antiprotons are generated in the interaction of
primary CRs with the interstellar gas. The ISM gas is
composed mainly by molecular, atomic and ionized hydro-
gen (respectively, H2, HI and HII). Here we adopt the same
distributions as in [25,80]. Following [81] we take the
He/H numerical fraction in the ISM to be 0.11. We have
tested that different models for the gas distribution
(i.e., [82,83]) affects marginally the fitted model para-
meters and hence the predicted antiproton spectra.

The diffusion equation offers just an effective descrip-
tion of the CR transport in the Galaxy. The main parame-
ters determining the propagated distribution and spectrum
of CR nuclei are the normalization of the diffusion coeffi-
cient D0, its vertical scale zt and its rigidity slope #, the
Alfvén velocity vA and the convection velocity vcðR; zÞ.
Presently available observations of secondary/primary ra-
tios, like the B=C, or unstable/stable ratios, like 10Be=9Be
allow to determine such parameters only up to large un-
certainties (see [9] for a reference list of the experimental
data). Moreover, secondary-to-primary ratios are sensitive
only to the ratioD0=zt, while unstable-to-stable ratios, that

are somewhat more sensitive to D0 and zt separately and
can therefore break the degeneracy, suffer from large ex-
perimental uncertainties. Therefore, the half-height of the
diffusion region zt is poorly constrained by CR nuclei
observations. Radio and "-ray observations are more sen-
sitive to zt and seem to disfavor small values zt & 1 kpc
(see e.g., the recent works [84,85]). To place an upper
bound on zt requires instead more careful analyses.
However, the parameter zt might affect significantly the
flux expected from DM sources, as they are also distributed
in the galactic halo. Also the antiproton fraction reaching
the Earth from the galactic center region depends strongly
on zt. For this reasons, we consider 5 different reference
models, encompassing a range of possible propagation re-
gimes, which we summarize in Table II: Models KRA, THN
and THK assume Kraichnan type turbulence (# ¼ 0:5) but
differ in the adopted height of the diffusion zone in order to
probe the effect of varying this parameter on the !p flux;
the KOL model assumes instead Kolmogorov turbulence
(# ¼ 0:33); the CON model considers convective effects.
All these models are chosen in such a way as to minimize
the combined $2 against B=C and the proton spectrum data
under the requirement to get $2 < 1 for each of those
channels. An accurate modeling of proton data is crucial
since protons are the main primaries of secondary antipro-
tons. For the first time in the context of secondary antiproton
computations, the proton spectrum is fitted against the
high precision data recently released by the PAMELA
Collaboration [86]. We also checked that the 4He spectrum
measured by the same experiment is reproduced by each of
those models. The fits are performed minimizing the $2 in
the multidimensional parameter space defined byD0, %, the
Alfvén velocity vA, the proton and nuclei spectral indices
"i, the solar modulation potentials ". For some models a
spectral break has to be introduced in the source proton
spectrum in order to achieve an acceptable fit ($2

p < 1) of
proton data (see below). For those models the spectral
indexes below/above the break and the break rigidity are
also fitted.
The propagation equation is solved with the public

available DRAGON code [25], implementing a numerical
solution which assumes cylindrical symmetry and a sta-
tionary state. In Fig. 2 spectra for our selected sample of

TABLE II. We report here the main parameters of the reference CR propagation models used in this work. The KOL and CON
models have a break in rigidity of the nuclei source spectra " at respectively, 11 GVand 9 GV. The modulation potential" refers to the
fit of proton PAMELA data only.

Model zt (kpc) # D0ð1028 cm2=sÞ % vA ðkm=sÞ "
dvc=dz

ðkm=s=kpcÞ $2
B=C $2

p " (GV) $2
!p

Color
in Figs.

KRA 4 0.50 2.64 $0:39 14.2 2.35 0 0.6 0.47 0.67 0.59 Red
KOL 4 0.33 4.46 1. 36. 1:78=2:45 0 0.4 0.3 0.36 1.84 Blue
THN 0.5 0.50 0.31 $0:27 11.6 2.35 0 0.7 0.46 0.70 0.73 Green
THK 10 0.50 4.75 $0:15 14.1 2.35 0 0.7 0.55 0.69 0.62 Orange
CON 4 0.6 0.97 1. 38.1 1:62=2:35 50 0.4 0.53 0.21 1.32 Gray
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Anti-protons: secondary vs Dark Matter
CE, I.Cholis, D.Grasso, L.Maccione & P.Ullio, PRD, 2012, 1108.0664
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less than 10%

5x

The importance of being thin 

Constraints on the halo scale height (H > 2 kpc) are obtained from the galactic diffuse synchrotron 
emission and positron fraction (G.Di Bernardo, CE, D.Gaggero, D.Grasso and L.Maccione, JCAP, 2013). 
See also J. Lavalle, D. Maurin and A. Putze, PRD, 2014.
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Antiprotons locality

~ 4 kpc ~ 8 kpc

THIN halo

The ratio of the local flux obtained considering sources 
with distance smaller than RS to that obtained with RS = ∞
(see also R. Taillet & D. Maurin, A&A, 2003)

wind

anisotropic diffusion

Changing diffusion conditions in the inner 
Galaxy gives significant effect on the DM 
contribution without affecting the local 
observables.  
Unavoidable uncertainties?

CE, I.Cholis, D.Grasso, L.Maccione & P.Ullio, PRD, 2012, 1108.0664



Bracketing the propagation uncertainties with PAMELA

protons
protons+B/C

CE, D.Gaggero & D.Grasso, 1504.05175 



Bracketing the propagation uncertainties with PAMELA

Figure 2. The envelope of the secondary antiproton spectra computed with the di↵erent propagation models
found to reproduce the B/C and primary spectra.

Figure 3. Left plot: The secondary antiproton flux computed for di↵erent values of the halo height L. Right
plot: The normalization of the di↵usion coe�cient required, for each value of L, to reproduce the B/C ratio
(the green line is used to guide the eye).

at ⇠ 200 GV. We assume Boron is entirely secondary. It was shown by [45] that, neglecting the
production and acceleration of secondary nuclei inside SNRs, the � may be underestimated by a
factor of ⇠ 5� 15%. We checked that the Fisk potential gives an accurate description of modulated
spectra compared against the more realistic predictions provided by the Helioprop simulations. Using
a charge-dependent formalism for the modulation is relevant only when we compare di↵erently charged
particle spectra. We discuss this in detail in section 2.4.

With the given set of di↵usion and source parameters we are now able to calculate the B/C
ratio. We identify a model as a good one, if it reproduces the B/C data as well as proton, helium
and carbon data within the 3� limits. In particular, a model is selected if it gives a �2 against the

– 6 –

Figure 4. Comparison between the propagation and the nuclear uncertainties. Yellow band: Error on the
p̄ flux due to the uncertainty in the propagation parameters. Blue lines: The relative ratios between the p̄
flux computed using the maximal (dot-dashed), fiducial (dashed), and minimal (solid) cross section from [14]
(KW) and the same flux computed adopting the parameterization from [32, 49] (TN).

di↵erent values for L up to 16 kpc. In order not to lose the perfect agreement with the secondary
over primary data, we increase the D0 value accordingly (see the right plot in figure 3). As shown in
figure 3, di↵erent choices for L in this range do not a↵ect our predictions for the secondary antiproton
flux.

Although in this paper we assumed a uniform value of � in the whole Galaxy, it was recently
shown that di↵use �-ray data favor a scenario characterized by radially-dependent CR transport
properties [47, 48]. In order to investigate the possible impact of that scenario on our results, we
computed the local secondary antiproton spectrum for the KRA� model considered in those paper
finding a negligible correction.

3.3 Antiproton production cross-section uncertainties

We compare here the propagation uncertainties derived in the previous sections with those associated
with the antiproton production processes.

In figure 4, we show the relative ratio between the minimum (maximum) secondary antiproton
flux and that obtained using the best-fit propagation model. The corresponding region represents the
uncertainty on the secondary flux associated with galactic propagation.

We compare this uncertainty band with the relative di↵erences associated with production cross
sections. To this end, we compute secondary antiprotons with the new prescriptions recently proposed
by [14] and we evaluate them against the traditional fitting relations given in [32, 49].

We find that nuclear uncertainties can be as large as 50% even at ⇠ 100 GeV, and are much
larger below few GeVs. However, with the available CR data, the propagation uncertainties dominate
over the entire energy range as shown in figure 4.

Upcoming measurements (in particular, from AMS-02 [1], CALET [50], and ISS-CREAM [44])
are expected to significantly improve our knowledge of propagation parameters and then to reduce
the associated uncertainties. In that situation, antiproton production cross sections will prevent us
to provide predictions for the astrophysical backgrounds as accurate as the forecasted sensitivities.

– 8 –

see also Bringmann and Salati, 2007 see also Di Mauro et al., 2014

Secondary Minimum and Maximum flux  
as the envelop of all the good models

Upcoming CR measurements will reduce 
significantly propagation uncertainties.  

What about nuclear ones?
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Secondary Minimum and Maximum flux  
as the envelop of all the good models

Upcoming CR measurements will reduce 
significantly propagation uncertainties.  

What about nuclear ones?



DM bounds after PAMELA data
CE, D.Gaggero & D.Grasso, JCAP, 1504.05175 

see also M. Boudaud, et al., JCAP, 2015
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Testing the AMS-02 high-energy data

Figure 8. Our reference model compared to AMS preliminary B/C data. Solid line: the TOA spectrum
modulated with � = 0.6 GV; dotted line: the LIS spectrum.

Armed with a model fully consistent with all the preliminary nuclear observables, we can finally
compare our prediction for the p̄/p ratio with the data.

In figure 9 we show this comparison. The computation of the secondary flux is performed using
the fiducial value of the cross sections provided by [14], and the associated uncertainty is shown as a
blue band.

We conclude that, even without considering all the relevant uncertainties associated with propa-
gation or injection slopes, our predictions for the p̄/p are in good agreement with the preliminary data
in the entire energy range. Our findings are then in agreement with the conclusions of [58], although
our analysis relies on the B/C data from the same experiment for the assessment of the propagation
model.

6 Conclusions

We presented a revisited study of the dominant uncertainties in the determination of the CR secondary
antiproton spectrum.

By performing a scan over the parameter space relevant for CR propagation, we identified a set of
models compatible with B/C, proton, helium and carbon data provided by the PAMELA experiment.
We were then able to bracket the minimum and maximum secondary antiproton fluxes constrained
by local observables and we compared the associated uncertainty band with the errors related to
the production cross sections. It is the first time that such analysis has been performed by using
comprehensive numerical simulations of CR propagation in the Galaxy and the Heliosphere. More
importantly, we used for the first time a complete set of measurements from the same experiment:
Using consistent data from the same data-taking period allowed us to reduce the uncertainties due to
solar modulation.

Similarly to previous results, we found that the secondary antiproton spectrum is independent on
the (almost unknown) di↵usion halo height and that, using the recent PAMELA data, the uncertainty
on the propagation model dominates over the nuclear ones.

Our result has important implications for the indirect search of primary p̄ from DM annihilations
in the galactic halo. Therefore, we provided the most conservative – with respect to the mentioned

– 12 –

Figure 9. Our reference model compared to AMS preliminary p̄/p data. Blue solid (dashed) line: the p̄/p
spectrum computed with the fiducial cross sections from [14], with (without) the hardening in the proton and
helium injection spectra. The blue band reports the uncertainty associated to the production cross sections.

e↵ects – constraints on the annihilation rate for some popular DM models recently investigated in
connection to hints of DM signals in other detection channels.

Our method may be taken as a reference procedure to be exploited when the final measurements
for all the relevant channels are published by the AMS-02 collaboration.

At the moment, the preliminary release by the AMS-02 collaboration of nuclear data does not
permit to perform a statistical analysis. Nevertheless, we found that the model in agreement with
AMS-02 proton, helium, and B/C data is compatible with the p̄/p spectrum. Therefore, we do not
report any significant anomaly in this observable. Our result is then consistent with the conclusions
presented in [58].
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Figure 8. Our reference model is compared to AMS-02 preliminary proton (left plot) and helium (right
plot) data. With the dotted and dashed lines we show the minimal and maximal breaks compatible with the
hardening measured by AMS-02.

e.g., [39, 61]), given the large uncertainties on the propagation parameters (for the secondary p̄) and
on the halo height (for the DM p̄), the antiproton channel cannot be invoked to conclusively exclude
this hypothesis.

5 Discussion on AMS-02 preliminary data

In this section we focus on the recently released AMS-02 data, including protons [62], and preliminary
helium, B/C and p̄/p ratio [63], with energy range extending to 450 GeV.

In particular, we take a closer look at the new impressively accurate data on the p̄/p ratio and we
attempt to evaluate their compatibility with the other hadronic observables. Given the preliminary
nature of the released data we do not attempt a statistical analysis of the uncertainties associated
with propagation. In this perspective, the final release of the secondary/primary measurements, when
systematic and statistical errors are fully accounted for, will be crucial.

A propagation model chosen among those considered in section 3.1, and compatible with prelim-
inary B/C measurements, is shown in figure 9. The propagation parameters are: D0 = 1.5, � = 0.42,
vA = 27, dVC/dz = 14, �C = 2.46, �H = 2.44/2.31. For comparison, the same value for � was found
by [51] using the same datasets.

Remarkably, the predicted B/C ratio reproduce the AMS-02 data over more than three orders of
magnitude in energy. It is worth noting here that the � required by the new high-energy measurements
is in perfect agreement with the best-fit value obtained in our earlier statistical analysis [6], based on
the available high-energy measurements preceding PAMELA and AMS-02 releases.

We also tune the proton and helium injection slopes to accomodate the AMS-02 data. For the
protons, we also consider the minimal and maximal injection slopes at high energy compatible with
the data. The reader can see the comparison with the new datasets in figure 8.

Armed with a model fully consistent with all the preliminary nuclear observables, we can finally
compare our prediction for the p̄/p ratio with the data.

In figure 10 we show this comparison. The computation of the secondary flux is performed using
the fiducial value of the cross sections provided by [14], and the associated uncertainty is shown as a
blue band.
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Conclusions

• Whether or not dark matter contributes to the observed CR fluxes is one of the most 
important open problem in Cosmology. 


• Antiprotons promise to be an extremely useful tool to search or constraint WIMP 
hadronic channels. 


• Astrophysical and nuclear uncertainties on the background predictions are at the 
moment comparable limiting factors in achieving competitive bounds 


• Multi-Wavelength and multi-messenger studies in combination with more precise 
measurements will allow us to reduce enormously the astrophysical uncertainties. 
What about nuclear ones?


